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How Cambodia and ARMAC together toward effective operationalization?
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Sector Coordination

- As Cambodia is a ASEAN Member States, CMAA and ARMAC will work closer for further coordination with interested Cambodian mine action-related institutions such as CMAA, NPMEC and CMAC to promote awareness programmes, mobilize project proposals, and implement activities of ARMAC.

- Through ARMAC’s coordination, CMAA will share Cambodia’s experiences and best practices with other ASEAN Member States in some important areas, namely (a) peacekeeping operation; (b) land release; (c) mine victim assistance; (d) database management and mine victim information system; (e) baseline survey; and (f) coordination mechanism.
Capacity Development

-CMAA and ARMAC shall expand and facilitate the exchange of knowledge, experience and technical expertise between representatives of CMAA and ARMAC and where appropriate and mutually agreed between other relevant institutions.

-CMAA and ARMAC should develop a Training Plan of both Operating Systems and Human capital to operate those systems. Equally important are the enabling leadership and good training plan.
Resources Mobilization

Possible activities for Resource Mobilization:

- **Convening technical working group and donor coordination group** – presentation of updates, progress against the three-year implementation plan, key technical developments, pledging conference, etc.

- **Donor field visit to operations** – as part of the donor coordination group or for individual embassies.

- **Embassy calls** – to keep individual embassies informed of key issues and seek support.

- **CMAA and ARMAC when needed**, can each submit requests to the other party to facilitate the mobilization of resources to support the former’s programmes/Projects.
Advocacy

Gender Mainstreaming in Mine Action –

Mine/ERW Victim Assistance--

MoU between AMS: Through ARMAC to explore possibility of signing of MOU of Cooperation within AMS

Mine action workshop – through ARMAC to explore areas of possible cooperation and support from key states.